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ECS Panopteles Plot

The ECS Panopteles is a roleplaying plot created December 27, 2023 by GM Frostjaeger. It follows the
adventures of the ECS Panopteles and its crew - a mix of Elysian Celestial Navy and Star Army of Yamatai
personnel - as they explore strange new worlds, engaging in combat with hostile forces, and uncovering
the secrets of the Elysian Expansion Star Systems and the universe itself.

OOC Thread: Elysian Exploration Plot
RP Thread: Chapter II: Athenais

Status: This plot is currently not seeking new players due to being full. Sorry! >v<

Plot Overview

With societal issues - such as crime, overcrowding, and economic stagnation - mounting throughout the
Elysian Celestial Empire, the Patrician of the Elysian Senate needed a quick and easy fix to their
problems. Their solution? Dispatch the ECS Panopteles to the Elysian Expansion Star Systems and have it
thoroughly chart the expanse's nine unexplored systems in preparation for a major colonization effort. A
simple task, sure - but one also fraught with challenges from within and without.

The plot is a “slice of life” plot - heavily inspired by the older Star Trek series - centered around life
Elysian Celestial Navy, with a decent amount of exploration and some small-scale combat. It will be
starting at the Elysian Naval Arsenal and - barring any plot developments - continue throughout the
Expanse's systems.

Rating

RPG Rating:  https://www.rpgrating.com
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Rules and Pacing

The ECS Panoptles is a play-by-post plot, but feel free to utilize the JP format for more intimate character
development & relations.

All members of the plot are expected to post as often as the plot permits…
…and at least once every 7 days.
Do not wait on another player to post for more than 7 days.
If you will be absent or cannot post as often as required, post notice in the OOC thread. Common
courtesy goes a long way!
Players who have not posted in more than 7 days may have their characters' actions posted or
chosen by the GM to keep the plot moving.
Players who have not posted in more than 14 days, without any notice to the GM, may be removed
from the RP. Your character may fade into the background, be sent home, or become target
practice for the enemies.
Characters should follow the standard Star Army Regulations or expect IC punishment. If rules are
not followed due to lack of knowledge OOCly - or players are OOCly ignoring or flouting rules their
characters would ICly know to follow - OOC coaching, assistance or punishment may be required
instead of IC consequences.

Characters and Players

This table lists all character who are marked as being part of the ECS Panopteles plot. For the entire
crew, see the list on the ship's article.

# Page Character Owner Character Status Plots

1 Araquiel "Samandriel"
Zarall Bloodyscarlet Active Player Character ECS Panopteles Plot

2 Taharial Chasan Bloodyscarlet Active Player Character ECS Panopteles Plot, Sood
Zadra (Plot), YSS Sakura II Plot

3 Alexia Asellio club24 Active Player Character ECS Panopteles Plot
4 Icarus Asellio club24 Active Player Character ECS Panopteles Plot
5 Emiko Amaterasu Lizalopod Active Player Character ECS Panopteles Plot

Open Positions

See Characters Wanted. The plot is full at the moment, sorry! >v<

OOC Notes

This page was originally created on 2023/12/27 12:40 by Frostjaeger. Wes approved it on 2023/12/27
12:42.
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Characters Wanted
The plot is full at the moment, sorry! >v<

These openings are as of March 2024. Characters must be Elysian.
RP Thread stararmy.com/…
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